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● Builds on the ViT and proposes simple change to stem
● Opens up research question regarding impacts of small convolutions in early 

ViT training
● Theoretical question of “what does a computer need to understand”

○ Can paint a picture of what the computer actually sees, or what helps it see

Argument #1
Technical Novelty



● Very intricate data and testing across multiple types of stability
● Proposes architecture changes that make SGD a viable optimizer for ViT
● Is able to reach competitive or better stability with AdamW optimizer
● Convergence of ViTs can is brought closer to SOTA CNN
● Is able to outperform SOTA CNN and ViT when smaller scale pre training 

data is available ( ImageNet-21k)

Argument #2
Strong empirical results



● Simple change to the patch encoding
○ Old: a stride-p p by p convolution for patch encoding
○ New: change the stride value of the convolution

● Paper is very easy to follow through
○ Clear definitions for unclear terms (ViT C, ViT P)
○ Metrics for stability clearly detailed (ex. Training length, optimizer, and hyperparameter 

stability)
○ Solid, cleanly summarized conclusion

Argument #3
Ease of implementation, easy to read
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3 Arguments



1. Technical Contribution

ConViT identifies a limitation of the standard ViT and proposes a very intricate and effective solution to 
bring together the best of both CNN’s and ViT’s . 

▪ GPSA provides the ConViT the freedom to decide whether it will behave as a convolutional layer, 
or as a self-attention layer.

▪ GPSA blocks provide more freedom to modify the ViT architecture as needed.

▪ Performance vs. optimization (technical contribution vs. engineering paper).



2. Results - Charlie
ConViT has a significant 
improvement over DeiT, especially 
at higher numbers of parameters.

One of ViTC’s main benefits is that it 
does better training on less epoch’s 
but ConViT also does better training 
on less data



3. ConViT is more flexible and scalable 

a. Their hard-coded convolution layers are not easily parallelized, and scalable.

b. Side evidence: why using ⅗ ViT-L instead of full ViT-L? 


